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Enterprises today face a choice between deploying a solution in a private cloud,  
public cloud, or using managed cloud services. 

Many factors are typically involved in this decision. Comparing the total financial cost of 
owning and operating software in these three deployment configurations requires detailed 
and careful analysis. The Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is often the financial metric that 
is used to estimate and compare direct and indirect costs of a product or a service.  

The goal of this document is to provide insight into the different cost factors involved 
when you deploy and manage OSS Cassandra in a private cloud, OSS Cassandra  hosted 
in a public cloud infrastructure with no support compared to when you deploy DataStax 
Astra in the public cloud as database-as-a-service.aut fugia idelendaes volutatis sincil 
iuris quosa es dolorrum, untorestios et, nonsequam, odi tem. nimolo inus. Neque quidus 
sunt eos aut officitas et ex eic te nonest officatur. 

 

 



 

Key Takeaways: 

DataSax Astra offers significant cost savings, up to 81% for smaller compute tier, 72% for 
medium compute tier and 59% for advanced/large compute tier (on an average 71% cost 
savings across all tiers) over a period of one-year, compared to self-managed OSS 
Cassandra running in private cloud infrastructure. 

When compared on cost savings while running OSS Cassandra in a public cloud 
infrastructure, our analysis shows that DataSax Astra offers cost savings up to 55% for 
smaller compute tier, 27% for medium compute tier and 34% for advanced/large compute 
tier (on an average 39% cost savings across all tiers) over a period of one-year. 

With DataStax Astra you benefit from the following:  

● No hardware costs 
● NoOps- No people costs to install, manage, scale and upgrade software or hardware  
● Automated tuning and configuration- Radically simplify database operations 
● Pay for consumption only  
● Multi-Cloud Capabilities prevent lock-in and enable data sovereignty 
● Improved Time to Market 
● Enterprise Grade Security 
● Improved Economics 
● Workload Flexibility at global scale 
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Cost Considerations 

 

 

 

Self-Managing a Database Using Private Cloud Infrastructure 

For running OSS Cassandra database software deployed in a private-cloud environment, 
you will need to acquire the following: 

● Physical servers 
● Storage disks 
● Power and cooling hardware 
● Real estate space (or co-located space) 
● Administration  
● Support   
● People (Full-Time Employees, Cassandra Experts) 

Further, to operate and maintain Cassandra, you will have to consider the cost of the following: 

● Intra and inter datacenter redundant storage 
● Maintenance of servers and storage arrays 
● Overprovisioning of the procured storage 
● Cost of redundant storage 
● Cost of replacement servers to ensure high-availability 
● On-going hardware maintenance of servers, etc. 

Redundancy on its own typically increases these costs by at least 3x, depending on your 
redundancy levels. Furthermore, one quickly realizes that the most significant cost of 
owning and managing a scalable Cassandra database solution is related to operating and 
maintaining the software, along with the hardware and infrastructure needed to support it. 
As your business grows, you will have to add processes in place so that you can quickly 
add more storage and compute capacity, and this adds more complexity, which further 
increases your costs. 
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Self-Managing a Database Using Public Cloud Infrastructure 

Running OSS Cassandra in the public cloud infrastructure significantly reduces 
infrastructure costs compared with running OSS Cassandra in a private cloud 
infrastructure (on-premises). In the cloud, those costs include the following:  

● Instance hours  
● Instance size (with compute) for different workloads 
● GB-month of storage  
● I/O requests  
● Data transfer  
● People (Full-Time Employees) 

Your costs increase as you add more virtual servers and cloud storage to your solution. 
You will manage the virtual servers and cloud storage yourself. As the use of your 
database grows, you will incur additional expense as you manage, operate, and scale  
OSS Cassandra and its infrastructure environment.  

With OSS Cassandra running in public cloud infrastructure, you pay for FTEs (Full Time 
Employees) managing the databases and the servers. Also, the other hidden risk is you 
need to ensure you haven’t over-invested (paying for unused capacity) or under-invested 
(risking performance or availability issues) when selecting the tier and instances for 
hosting OSS Cassandra in a public cloud infrastructure solution.  

Note- If you are using DSE (DataStax Enterprise) in a public cloud infrastructure, you 
would need to pay for the software cost which includes advanced workloads like graph, 
analytics and support.  

Running Database-as-a-Service in the Public Cloud 

With DataStax Astra you benefit from the following:  

● No hardware costs 
● NoOps- No people costs to install, manage, scale and upgrade software or hardware  
● Automated tuning and configuration- Radically simplify database operations 
● Pay for consumption only  
● Multi-Cloud Capabilities prevent lock-in and enable data sovereignty 
● Improved Time to Market 
● Enterprise Grade Security 
● Improved Economics 
● Workload Flexibility at global scale 
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DataStax Astra gives you the freedom to match compute and database capacity to the 
usage pattern, which saves money and scales to meet your performance objectives. 

With DataStax Astra you can create an instance of a database in AWS, or GCP, or Azure  
in minutes, literally, and the service is ready to accept API requests from applications. 
DataStax Astra provides the ability to develop and deploy data-driven applications with a 
cloud-native service at global scale, without the hassles of database and infrastructure 
administration. 
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Database Usage Patterns 

 

 

 

Usage traffic can dramatically affect the TCO of a database (running 
in public cloud Infrastructure or as-a-service in public cloud). 

 

When determining TCO, you must consider the nature of the application and historical 
statistical data. This information helps you determine the usage pattern of the application 
that you plan to deploy against the database system. In this analysis, we compare costs for 
three different usage patterns:  

Steady State. The load remains at a fairly constant level over time and enterprises can 
accurately forecast the likely compute load for these applications.  

High but Predictable. Enterprises can accurately forecast the likely compute load for these 
applications, even though usage varies by time of day, time of month, or time of year.  

Uncertain and Unpredictable. It is difficult to forecast the compute needs for these 
applications because there is no historical statistical data available. 
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Summary of TCO Analysis 

 

 

 

Our analysis shows that DataSax Astra offers significant cost savings, 
up to 81% for smaller compute tier, 72% for medium compute tier and 
59% for advanced/large compute tier (on an average 71% cost savings 
across all tiers) over a period of one-year, compared to self-managed 
OSS Cassandra running in private cloud infrastructure. 

 

When compared on cost savings while running OSS Cassandra in a public cloud 
infrastructure, our analysis shows that DataSax Astra offers cost savings up to 55%  
for smaller compute tier, 27% for medium compute tier and 34% for advanced/large 
compute tier (on an average 39% cost savings across all tiers) over a period of one-year. 

DataStax Astra not only helps you lower your costs and maximize your savings but 
also encourages innovation in enterprises by accelerating time-to-market, innovation 
and experimentation.  

The graph (figure 1) shows the summary of the TCO analysis for Astra running as 
database-as-a-service in public cloud over a period of one-year; in comparison to OSS 
Cassandra running in private cloud infrastructure, OSS Cassandra running in public cloud 
infrastructure. The reason for higher cost for running OSS Cassandra in a private cloud is 
primarily because of infrastructure cost incurred in the first year, and people (Full-Time 
Employees) required to manage OSS Cassandra, followed by recurring cost, electricity, 
real-estate and others as highlighted in the cost considerations section. 
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Our assumptions are stated below so that you can adjust them based on your own 
research or quotes from hardware vendors and cloud providers. 
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TCO – Calculation Basis 

 

 

 

First and foremost, there are different compute tiers for 
Astra which were considered and mapped to equivalent 
workloads of OSS Cassandra running on a private cloud 
infrastructure, and on public cloud infrastructure. 

 

Further, tiers were mapped to CU (Compute Units), Nodes, and support, to form the basis 
for TCO for DataStax Astra in order to compare apples to apples (as closely as possible): 

 

Here are the references and assumptions we considered when building the TCO for 
DataStax Astra: 
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  SMALL  MEDIUM  LARGE 

Nodes  6  18  56 

CU (Compute Units)  4  12  37 

Astra Tier  C10  C20  C40 

Astra Support**  10% Spend  10% Spend  10% Spend 

REFERENCES  ASSUMPTIONS 

Astra Tier C10  Composition deemed comparable to Small and Medium performance tier:  
4 vCPUs; 16.0 GiB; 1000GB. Note- Instance of Astra is considered not parked 

Astra Tier C20  Composition deemed comparable to Small and Medium performance tier:  
8 vCPUs; 32.0 GiB; 1000GB. Note- Instance of Astra is considered not parked 

Astra Tier C40  Composition deemed comparable to Large performance tier: 32 vCPUs; 128.0 
GiB; 1000GB. Note- Instance of Astra is considered not parked 



 

 

 

Astra Support** 
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Infrastructure Cost  
(Public Cloud) 

C40 IaaS Cost x CU as comparable estimate for required infrastructure 
Discounted at 60% to account for cost optimization strategies 

Infrastructure Cost 
(Private Cloud) 

Cost for purchasing servers, hardware, electricity for datacenters, real-estate 
cost, Disk, backup costs, recurring maintenance cost, Cassandra expert FTE. 
Cost basis assumptions: 
● Infrastructure Cost/ Per Node= $20K 
● Electricity/Year for running a six node cluster= $630 
● Disk Space Cost/Year for running a six node cluster= $6500 
● Backup Cost/Year for running a six node cluster=$950 
● Recurring Cost/Year for running a six node cluster=$8611 

Headcount Cost  1 FTE for Small, 2 for Medium and 4 for Large 
Average Salary For Cassandra Expert (1 FTE)= $130,000 

Node to CU  
Conversion 

16 cores in 1 node 
3 nodes in a Capacity Unit  
Read More in pricing and service-tier section 

    Premium Support 

Astra Support Offerings  Basic Support  Bronze  Silver  Gold 

Support Type  Best Effort  8x5 Local Region 
Technical Support 

24x7 Worldwide 
Technical Support 

24x7 Worldwide 
Technical Support 

Support Features and SLAs: 

General Guidance  Best Effort  < 24 business hours*  < 24 hours  < 24 hours 

System impaired  Best Effort  < 12 business hours*  <12 hours  < 12 hours 

Production system impaired  N/A  N/A  < 4 hours  < 4 hours 

Production system down  N/A  N/A  < 1 hour  < 1 hour 

Business-critical system down  N/A  N/A  N/A  < 15 minutes 

Pricing    5% of monthly  
spend 

7% of monthly  
spend 

10% of monthly  
spend 

https://docs.astra.datastax.com/docs/pricing-and-billing
https://docs.astra.datastax.com/docs/service-tier-options


 

As you look into the TCO analysis for Astra, it is equally important to understand the 
DataStax Astra feature parity compared to OSS Cassandra. Here’s a view on the feature 
parity (also includes DSE 6.8): 
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FEATURE / ASPECT  ASTRA  DSE 6.8  CASSANDRA   COMMENTS 

No-Ops  ●       

TPC Engine  ●  ●     

Node Sync  ●  ●     

Encryption  ●  ●  ●   

LDAP    ●     

Kerberos    ●     

Zero Copy Streaming  
(Fast Scaling)  ●  ●     

VPC Peering  ●      VPC peering is available on only 
paid Astra databases on AWS 

Enterprise Support  Optional  ●  Luna   

SAI / NDI  ●  ●  Future  SAI = Storage  
Attached Indexing 

Native Cloud Service  ●      Astra Management 

Free-Tier  ●      10GB Free-Tier 

Developer Endpoints  
(REST, GraphQL)  ●  Future  Future   

Lucene Search    ●     

Spark Analytics    ●     

Graph  Future  ●     

Backup and  
Disaster Recovery  ●  ●    Automated for Astra 

Spark Connector  
Compatibility  ●  ●  ●   

Kubernetes  
Operator 

● 
(Built-in Astra 
Management) 

● 
(Supported) 

● 
(Supported)   

https://docs.astra.datastax.com/docs/using-aws-vpc-peering
https://docs.astra.datastax.com/docs/using-aws-vpc-peering
https://docs.astra.datastax.com/docs/using-aws-vpc-peering
https://docs.datastax.com/en/storage-attached-index/6.8/sai/saiTOC.html


 

To build the above feature/ functionality chart, here are the assumptions we took 
into consideration: 

 

Note: This document highlights the TCO analysis for Astra over OSS Cassandra running in  
a private cloud, OSS Cassandra running in public cloud infrastructure, though there are 
scenarios where running your applications against OSS Cassandra, or DSE is the right 
choice for your applications and workload, especially when you choose to have operational 
control over server patching, scale, private datacenter deployments or licensing etc. 
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Astra  Current and future Astra functionality 

DSE 6.8  Current DSE 6.8 functionality 

OSS Cassandra  Current and future functionality 
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The DataStax Difference 

 

 

 

DataStax Astra is a cloud-native, scalable Database-as-a-Service 
built on Apache Cassandra. DataStax Astra simplifies cloud- 
native application development, and reduces time to install, 
deploy and scale from weeks to minutes. 

 

You can quickly spin up and scale up powerful capabilities on all the major clouds that 
are backed by our industry leading SLAs and 24×7 support. DataStax Astra eliminates 
operational overhead, the biggest obstacle to using Apache Cassandra, the open-source 
NoSQL database behind the largest applications in the world, including Netflix and 
Instagram.  

With DataStax Astra, you can build multi-cloud, multi-region applications with zero cloud 
vendor lock-in, zero-ops, and massively scalable database-as-a-service.  

To build new cloud-native apps and experiences, enterprises must build modern data 
architecture with state-of-the-art capabilities. Here’s the differentiated value proposition 
of DataStax Astra and it’s benefits when considering TCO:   

NoOps   

Eliminate the overhead to install, maintain, operate, and scale Cassandra 

● Snapshot backups every four hours 
● Fully managed database and OS updates and upgrades 
● IaaS(Infrastructure-as-a-Service) failures handled gracefully by K8s operator to keep 

databases healthy 
● Eliminate anti-entropy repair procedures 
● SRE team standing by to step in when automation cannot resolve an issue 
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Zero Lock-In 

Keep data sovereignty, avoid cloud lock-in and keep compatibility with open source Cassandra 

● Deploy on AWS, GCP or Azure and keep compatibility with open-source Cassandra  
● Bulk data loading and integrated stream processing ensure data portability 
● API compatibility and consistent developer tools with Apache Cassandra 

Global Scale 

Put your data where you need it without compromising performance, availability or accessibility 

● Data replication across multiple data centers, availability zones, and multi-region 
● Scale-up to petabytes of data without impacting performance 
● The Astra service is resilient and highly available to minimize both downtime and the 

need for site-reliability engineering and relies on the DataStax-built, open-source 
Cassandra Kubernetes operator.  

Cloud-Native Data Platform 

Native Kubernetes support to tame the complexity of development, operations, and deployment 

● Kubernetes and Cassandra combine to provide a cloud-native data platform with 
distributed scale-out capabilities for multi-cloud, multi-region cloud 

● Kubernetes operator enables automatic lifecycle management for database clusters 
including configuration, deployment, node restart/replace, and auto-scaling 
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Developer Success 

Powerful and productive APIs for developers and operators 

● Built-in support for Kubernetes Operator in Astra Management  
● APIs for common security and operations functions using CQL, REST, and GraphQL  
● Unified data model for a centralized view, scale up as data increases, APIs to import 

and access data, and built-in analytics 
● Unified drivers across Cassandra and DataStax Astra for simplified app development 
● Visual developer tools like DataStax Developer Studio for Astra Databases to 

collaborate, query, visualize, profile and manipulate data 

Security 

Astra is built securely from the ground up. 

● Databases are isolated from each other at the infrastructure level, and on the free tier, 
via Kubernetes namespaces 

● All data at rest is encrypted 
● Standardized, secure tooling like Key Management Service (KMS) used for key management 
● The database layer has sophisticated authentication and authorization mechanisms to provide 

enterprises with easier management and control with assigning user access to the database 
● Client connections use two-way certificate validation for VPN-level security from 

client to database 
● Astra also offers private-connectivity options like VPC peering for organizations that need it 

To learn more about Astra Security read our DataStax Astra Architecture and Security 
Overview Whitepaper. 

DataStax Astra is built on multiple Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) projects: 
Kubernetes, Prometheus, and Envoy uses native Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), Amazon 
Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS), and Azure Kubernetes Services (AKS) control 
and management planes with built-in management sidecars, metrics collectors, and 
configuration builders. Additional detail is outlined in Sam Ramji's (DataStax, Chief Strategy 
Officer) blog post entitled Astra: The Future of Apache Cassandra is Cloud Native. 
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Get Started with DataStax Astra 

 

 

 

Get started in minutes with 10GB free, no credit card required 

Language-specific sample code & docs 

Pre-loaded Studio Notebook to learn CQL 

"Get Help" button for docs & support portal 

Better Botz blog series 

DataStax/dev 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2020 DataStax, All Rights Reserved. DataStax, Titan, and TitanDB are registered trademarks of 
DataStax, Inc. and its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. 

Apache, Apache Cassandra, and Cassandra are either registered trademarks or trademarks of the  

Apache Software Foundation or its subsidiaries in Canada, the United States, and/or other countries. 
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https://astra.datastax.com/register
https://docs.datastax.com/en/astra/aws/doc/dscloud/astra/dscloudUsingDrivers.html
https://dev.to/betterbotz/building-applications-with-better-botz-1he3
https://www.datastax.com/dev

